
Q.7 Write dimensional formula for temp.

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.1 Convection is_____ form of heat - transfer.

Q.4 Write one example of heat - transfer

SECTION-A

Q.6 Name types of convection.

Q.3 What 'h' stands for in heat-transfer. 

Q.2 Which is fastest mode of heat transfer.

Q.8 Name types of condensation.

Q.5 Write two insulating material.
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 (ii) Peclet number.

Q.35 Using dimensional Analysis prove that in natural 

convection.

Q.36 Write short note on the following.

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions out of four questions.         (3x10=30)

 (i) Plank’s law.

SECTION-D 

Q.33 Drive the expression for steady - state one 

dimensional Steady - state heat- conduction 

through  a hollow - Sphere. Also write the 

assumptions used.

Q.34 Derive crtifical thickness of insulation for sphere 

use suitable assumptions.

               Nu = f (Gr, Pr)

 write every notation have suitable standard 

meaning. 
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Q.28 Differentiate between convection & Radiation.

Q.25 Write the concept of heat-transfer coefficient.

Q.29 Explain stantum no & grashoff’s no.

Q.27 State & explain fourier’s law of conduction

Q.26 Enlist physical properties of insulating material.

Q.30 Write short note on evaporation

Q.32 Define gray body of Radiation shield.

Q.31 Differentiate between steady -state & unsteady 

state Heat-transfer.

Q.20 Explain Reynolds number in heat-transfer

Q.21 Define insulation.

Q.22 Write two facts about thermal conductivity of 

solids.

SECTION-C 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions out of ten questions.            (8x5=40)

Q.23 Explain the concept of black-body.

Q.24 Differentiate between free of forced convection.
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Q.17 Define Newton's law of cooling.

Q.11 Define view factor.

Q.10 _______ type of condensation occurs on clean 

surface.

Q.9 Write one example of Radiation.

Q.15 Explain one example of conduction.

Q.16 Define radiations.

SECTION-B 

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions. (10x2=20)

Q.12 Write dittur bolter equation

Q.13 Define dimensional Analysis.

Q.14 What is critical thickness of insulation.

Q.18 Why conduction is called micro-form of heat- 

transfer.

Q.19 State weins displacement law
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